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ABM is a new low volume British motorcycle manufacturer, one
that comes with huge provenance from the world of two-wheeled
and custom bike building via our sister company T3 Performance.
Our mission is to bridge the gap between custom bike builders and
mainstream manufacturers by offering individuality, exclusivity and
a buying experience normally only found in custom houses, but
one that is backed up by parts and a personal technical service
that is unrivaled, even by mainstream manufacturers.

In a nutshell, exclusivity with great support.
Our motorcycles range between custom bikes that use a specific
donor as the starting point, through to unique motorcycles that are
constructed from a design sheet upwards.
Here at ABM, we put our heart, mind, and soul into even the
smallest detail, so you can have pride in what you drive.

“It is so nice to see bikes being built by hand,
there is individuality and soul in everyone of them”

GEMINI NAKED
We are proud to present the first of ABM’s line up in the form
of the Gemini Naked. This bike seeks to bring the ‘Café Racer’
theme into the realms of a real Sports bike - sleek, high
specification, with state-of-the-art geometry and suspension.
The Gemini Naked pulls on the heartstrings of the heady days
of the 60s & 70s and yet still sits head and shoulders above
the best that modern day sports bikes can offer.
The Naked is the very essence of style, a limited-edition bike
that we believe will hold the title of the prettiest and most
powerful road-based triple ever made.

GEMINI INDIANAPOLIS
The second of the ‘Twins’ draws it’s inspiration from the dirt
track racers of the U.S., it has the ‘cool’ factor. A burly,
confident, all-British spirit which turns heads for all the right
reasons.
Even with a rugged off-road style all of its own, deep down its
beating heart is the same as its sister bike the Naked, 160BHP
at the rear wheel with an heart pumping 90 ft-lb of torque
that will take you right into Sports bike performance territory,
but all the time defying convention.
Not only is this bike limited edition, but she also stands alone,
taking exclusivity to a new level.

Already got a SPEED TRIPLE 1050,
do you want to upgrade it to a Gemini ?

At a glance..
Gemini Naked Limited Edition
Want to know more about what’s coming up ?
Register your interest with us on our website and we
will keep you up to date with the newest models in our
range as well as exclusive teaser shots just for you.
www.associatedbritishmotorcycles.com

Dymag CA5 Carbon Wheels
Full Pre-Preg Carbon Bodywork
Billet Machined 4 pot piston calipers
Billet Machined Yokes
Billet Machined Ohlins Road and Track Forks (Personalised)
Billet Machined 5-way adjustable rear shock (Personalised)
Bespoke Exhaust
160 BHP @ the rear wheel
Keyless Ignition
Various liveries available
British Components

At a glance..
Gemini Indianapolis Limited Edition
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Parts/service Dept:
Email:
Opening hours:
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01732 886479
sales@associatedbritishmotorcycles.com
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Kineo (Tubeless) Spoked Wheels
Full Pre-Preg Carbon Bodywork
Billet Machined 4 pot piston calipers
Billet Machined Yokes
Billet Machined Ohlins Road and Track Forks (Personalised)
Billet Machined 5-way adjustable rear shock (Personalised)
Bespoke Exhaust
160 BHP @ the rear wheel
Keyless Ignition
Various liveries available
British Components

